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EPBs for serious mental 
health conditions

Wellness & Recovery for 
Providers and people with 
mental health conditions

School Mental Health 
Comprehensive, multi-
tiered services & supports

Hispanic and Latiné mental 
health education

Online Education Courses 
Wellness Matters, IMR, 
Functional Thinking & more



Resources

Tool Kits

Online 
Courses

Regional 
Trainings

Spanish 
Language
Services

Technical
Assistance

Newsletters

Webinars

Research 
Publications

Services Available
No-cost training, technical 
assistance, and resources 



Grow Your Knowledge and Skills

Keep up with the latest effective practices, resources, and technologies!

Subscribe to receive our mailings.  
All activities are free!



We Want Your Feedback
Our funding comes from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), 
which requires us to evaluate our services. We appreciate your honest, ANONYMOUS feedback about 
this event, which will provide information to SAMHSA, AND assist us in planning future meetings and 
programs. 

Feedback about this training will assist us in developing future trainings that are relevant to your 
professional needs. Therefore, your feedback counts!



Video Recording Information
Please Note: 

We will be recording this webinar and posting it to our website along with 
the presentation slides and any relevant resources. 



Disclaimer
This presentation was prepared for the Northeast and Caribbean Mental Health Technology Transfer Center 
(MHTTC) under a cooperative agreement from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA). All material appearing in this presentation, except that taken directly from 
copyrighted sources, is in the public domain and may be reproduced or copied without permission from 
SAMHSA or the authors. Citation of the source is appreciated. Do not reproduce or distribute this presentation 
for a fee without specific, written authorization from the Northeast and Caribbean Mental Health Technology 
Transfer Center (MHTTC). This presentation will be recorded and posted on our website. 

At the time of this presentation, Miriam Delphin-Rittmon served as Assistant Secretary for Mental Health and 
Substance Use at SAMHSA. The opinions expressed herein are the views of the speakers, and do not reflect 
the official position of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), or SAMHSA. No official support 
or endorsement of DHHS, SAMHSA, for the opinions described in this presentation is intended or should be 
inferred. 

This work is supported by grant H79SM081783 from the DHHS, SAMHSA. 



Your Interactions With Us
Question and Answers

• Q & A will occur at the end of the call.

• Type your questions in the Q & A feature in Zoom located on the task bar (hover over task bar).

• Note: your question may be visible to other participants.

Chat and Polls
• Throughout the webinar, we will be asking for your input. 

• Use the Chat or Poll features in Zoom located on the task bar.

• You can control who can see your chat comments. 



The MHTTC Network uses 
a!rming, respectful and 

recovery-oriented language in 
all activities. That language is:

Adapted from:  https://mhcc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Recovery-Oriented-Language-Guide_2019ed_v1_20190809-Web.pdf

Non-judgmental and 
avoiding assumptions

Strengths-based 
and hopeful

Person-first and  
free of labels

Inviting to individuals 
participating in their 
own journeys

Inclusive and 
accepting of 

diverse cultures, 
genders, 

perspectives, 
and experiences

Healing-centered and
trauma-responsive

Respectful, clear 
and understandable

Consistent with 
our actions, 
policies, and products



For people experiencing:
• Suicide, mental health, 

substance use crisis
• Emotional distress
• People concerned about 

someone in crisis



Meet Today’s Presenter

Sean Karyczak
Northeast and Caribbean MHTTC 

Rutgers University
Assistant Research 

Coordinator



Recap of The Previous Stages
• Planning Stage

• Implementing Stage
• Data collection and outcome tools
• Putting our plan into action
• Setting up for success
• On-the-fly adaptations
• Common barriers



What does it mean to evaluate our program01

When do we do our evaluation02

What do we evaluate03

Disseminate our findings04

TODAYS AGENDA – EVALUATION STAGE

05 Next steps



Implementation 
and Evaluation 
Frameworks

• Many different models
• RE-AIM
• PDSA
• ERIC
• EPIS
• NIANTx



What is Evaluation
• More than just checking the boxes

• Looking at our programs critically

• The goal of increasing effectiveness and making improvements



Looking at 
Information about 
our Program

• Outcomes

• Characteristics

• Activities



When Do We 
Evaluate?
• End of the project

• During the project

• More frequently for new 
programs



Questions and Check In



Considerations for Evaluations
• Done in a repeatable way

• Similar data
• Similar intervals

• Multiple people know the information
• What
• Where



What Do We Evaluate?
• Data Evaluation

• Impact Evaluation



Evaluation of 
Data

• Collected data

• Leaning on our 
planning stage

• Matching to our 
outcomes



Evaluation of Impact
• What is the impact on clients and the community?

• Can be informed by data

• Also informed by “other” information



Fidelity Scales
• Fidelity Assessment

• Supported Housing Example

• General Organizational Index



Data Outcomes

Impact 
Outcomes

Critically 
Evaluating our 

Program
Disseminate



Questions and Check In



Disseminating 
Our Findings

• Staff and Agency
• Stakeholders
• Funders
• Publication



Informing Staff 
and Stakeholders

• Staff and Agency
• Celebrating wins
• Feedback sandwich

• Community and Stakeholders
• Keeping them engaged
• Reducing stigma



Informing 
Funders and 
Publications

• Funders
• Sharing highlights
• Being transparent of 

shortcomings

• Publications



So What Now?
• Creating a sustainability plan and next steps

• Potential Situations
• 1 – Continuing program
• 2 – Expiring grant
• 3 – Research projects



Next Steps for 
All Programs

• Who will carry the 
torch?

• Being ready for new 
opportunities



Questions and Check In



Review of Series
• Importance of planning
• Importance of our team
• Way to collect our outcomes
• Critical evaluation of our programs
• Planning for next steps



Series Wrap Up
• What are your impressions of the series

• What are ideas that stuck with you?



Question and Answer



Evaluation Information
The MHTTC Network is funded through SAMHSA to provide this training. As part of 
receiving this funding we are required to submit data related to the quality of this 
event.
At the end of today’s training please take a moment to complete a brief survey 
about today’s training.



Toward Wellness and Recovery

Check out our latest podcast series!

Flourishing at Work:  A Plan for Helping Professionals
Search then Subscribe wherever you get your podcasts!

Spotify Apple Music   Podbean

Our Podcast Channel

https://open.spotify.com/show/1SDpItD2SIdVcpIeb2yewv
https://necmhttc.podbean.com/


Did you miss a previous webinar 
or just want to watch one again?  

Access all of our recorded webinars!

The recording of this webinar will be made available in 
the Northeast and Caribbean Products & Resources 
Catalog on our website. To view this and all previously 
recorded webinars that are currently available go to the 
link below. Check back often as new additions are 
always being added.

*Please allow 14 business days for all recordings to be made available.

Webinars
Recordings



A Certificate of Completion will automatically be 
emailed to all online participants within 7 days of 
webinar broadcast.

Certificate 
of Completion



Connect With Us
Phone:   (908) 889-2552
Email:     northeastcaribbean@mhttcnetwork.org
Website: https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/northeast-caribbean-mhttc/home

Like and follow us on social media!
Facebook:  Northeast & Caribbean MHTTC
Twitter:      @necmhttc
LinkedIn:    @Northeast and Caribbean MHTTC

mailto:northeastcaribbean@mhttcnetwork.org
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/northeast-caribbean-mhttc/home


CONNECT WITH US

Sign-Up for Newsletter

MHTTCnetwork.org

MHTTC News

The purpose of the MHTTC Network is technology transfer - disseminating and implementing evidence-based practices for mental 
disorders into the field.

Funded by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), the MHTTC Network includes 10 Regional 
Centers, a National American Indian and Alaska Native Center, a National Hispanic and Latino Center, and a Network Coordinating 
Office.

Our collaborative network supports resource development and dissemination, training and technical assistance, and workforce 
development for the mental health field. We work with systems, organizations, and treatment practitioners involved in the delivery 
of mental health services to strengthen their capacity to deliver effective evidence-based practices to individuals.
Our services cover the full continuum spanning mental illness prevention, treatment, and recovery support.

Mental Health Technology Transfer Center Network

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/mhttc-pathways-newsletter
http://mhttcnetwork.org/
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/recent-news

